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USEFULNESS OFIMPERFECT MODELS FORTHE
FORMULATION OFSTABII,IZATION POLICIES
By GRFCORY C. Cijow'
This article describesa method for evaluating the performanceof the optimal poller derived mm an econometric nwdel. The theoreticalJra,,ework is applied to determine theusefulnew of two simpiffied modeLc for stabilizationpoller. Here, even thoughone of the mode/s di/frr.s from the other in tern,s of reduced formsand multipliers, it can still bea wed eJfrctivel, aw a guide to pc/let even if the world is accurate!;described by the other model
I.INTROI)UCTION
Econometric models arc widelyused to forecast the nationaleconomy. Are they accurate enoughto be used by thegovernment authorities for the formulation ofmacroeconomic policies? What kindof accuracy isre- quired for them to be usefulas a guide to policy? Thispaper provides a
theoretical framework toanswer this accuracy equation, andapplies it to ascertain the usefulness oftwo simplified models in thedetermination of stabilization policies.
In a review articleon the comparative forecastjnabilities and the
multiplier effects of the majorU.S. econometric modelscurrently in use. Carl Christ writes [5,p. 541, "though the models forecast wellover hori-
zons of four to six quarters, they disagreeso strongly about the effects of
important monetary and fiscalpolicies that the'cannot be considered
reliable guides to such policyeffects, until it can be determinedwhich of them are wrong iii thisrespect and which (if any)arc right." The method
of this papercan he applied to decide whethertwo models disagree sig-
ni1icantIin terms of their policyrecommendations The existing models
which imply different multipliereffects do "forecast wcflover horizons of four to six quarters." Theydo contain Useful information,however imper-
fect, which can be exploitedto make forecasts. Since soundeconomic policy is based on goodeconomic forecasts made underthe assumption
of alternative policy proposals,one cannot automatically assume thatthe
same information is useless for theformulation of economnice policy.
Furthermore, just as two structures havingdifferent multiplier effectsmay
produce forecasts closerto each other than to a naie forecast,they may
also produce policyrecommendations which ate closer to eachother than to a passive policy.
I would like to thank John J. Pideritand Ettie H. Butters for excelleiitresearch and programming assistance. Akin S. Blinder andtwo referees for helpful comments,and the National Science Foundation for financialsupport.
175To show that two different models may yield the same or similar
policy recommendations, consider the univariate difThrence equation
(I I) = I + -+ t
where', is a dependent variable, v1 is a policy instrument or control 'aria-
bic and ii, is a serially independent random disturbance with mean zero
and variance r. If the objective is to minimize the expectation then the
optimal feedback policy is to setai',+ cx,equal to zero, so that Ei'
achieves its minimum Eu = v. The policy is therefore
(1.2) .v, = (ca)v,1.
Another model, which has coefficients a andinstead ofa and e, will yield
the same policy provided that the ratio/i is the same asa/c.The multi-
pliersakcof X1k inhc final form of model (1.1) could certainly be very
different from those of the alternative model, as illustrated by a = .9,
c = I, a.09 and ë = .1. T'us, an imperfect model with cocllicients .09
and .1 may yield a policy close to being optimal, if the true coefficients
are .9 and I respectively.
An interesting question concerning the usefulness of imperfect
models is whether they will yield policies which arc superior to an mac-
tive policy allowing for no feedback. In the above example, an inactive
policy is to set x1 = 0. Under this policy and assuming (1.1) to be theLiue
model withI a<1, we can easily find the variance to approach
v/(l - a2)as t increases. If the government authority uses the inaccurate
coefficientsã andarid the resulting feedback policy, the system (I) will
become
(1 .3) = 4 + c ( -'a)]v,+ U1,
whichhasthesteady-statevariancev/tI-[a-4-c('ã)]2$. This
variance is smaller than the variance prevailing under the inactive policy
provided merely that[a + c('à)]2is smaller thana2.Giver, a
and c, a wide range of values forá andwill produce this required result.
Hence using imperfect models can still be better than using a passive
policy without feedback for the determination of macroeconomic policy.
We will generalize the above discussion in section 2 to treat dynamic
econometric systems involving many variables and higher-order lags.
Section 3 provides two illustrative models to be used for stabilization
policy. Section 4 applies the method of section 2 to evaluate the usefulness
of one of the models of section 3, assuming that the other model is thecor-
rect one. It illustrates how an iniperfect model performs for the determina-
tion of policy as compared with usingno feedback at all. Section 5 con-
tains some concluding remarks.
1762.EVAItJATtON OF IMPERFECTMoimi.sFOR POLICY ANALYSIS
Let the economy be governed by a time-varying linear system
(2.1) = A,y, -± C,x, ± b, + u,
where v, is a vector ofp endogenous variables,x, is a vector of q policy or
control variables with q <. p. and u, is a random vector independently
e distributed through time, having mean zero and covariance matrix V. The
true parameters A,, C,, b, and V are of course unknown to the policy
maker. We will assume that the policy maker has available an imperfect
model explaining a subset of the endogenous variables ;,. Written in the
form (2.1). with appropriate zeros added, this imperfect model has co-
eflIcients A, C, and b,. The question is how well a policy based on these
1(1 inaccurate parameters would work, as compared with a policy of using no
ti feedback, for certain hypothetical values of A,, C, and h,. High-order
ry lags in both the endogenous and policy variables are subsumed under the
.9, notation of(2.l) by suitable definitions, as illustrated by (3.2) in section 3
.09 below. Nonlinear systems can he approximated by time-varying linear sys-
irts tems of the form (2.1) for our analysis, as will be explained later in this
section.
ect The performance of the economy is measured by the expectation of
ac- the loss function
tive
ach (2.2) (v, - a,) 'K,(y, - a,)
rate
where a, are the targets and K, are diagonal matrices giving the relative
penalties of the squared deviations of the different variables from their
targets. If the behavior of the policy variables also matters, they will be in-
cluded in the vector y, by appropriate definitions. We will be interested in
comparing the performance of three policies. Policy I is the optimal policy
rhis assuming perfect knowledge of the true model (2.1). Policy II is obtained
0 Icy by minimizing the expectation of(2.2) under the assumption of an iniper-
ria feet model, with coefficients A,, C, and b,. Policy ill specifies a smooth
esu t. time path for the policy variables which will not be altered by future ob-
ssI\e servations of the economy.
(CY. As shown in Chow [I, Chapter 7j, the optimal policy Iis given by a
amIC set of linear feedback control equations
lags.
iatiofl (2.3) x, = Gf,_I ±g,
lness The coefficients G, and g, can be calculated from the model parameters
e cor- A,, C, and b,, and the parameters a, and K, of the !oss function. The
rmna- economy under policy I will follow (2.1) and (2.3) which combine to yield
5 con-
(2.4 = R,v,+ r, +U,
177I
where
(2.5) (A, + C,G,);r, = b,-i-C,g,.
The mean path of the economy as ofthe beginning of the planning hori-
zon will follow
(2.6) = R,,.1fr,.
By subtracting (2.6) from (2.4) anddeilning the deviat;on from the mean
path asy7 = v, - P, we have
(2.7) = R,y7_, + u,
The covariance matrix of the systemwill therefore be
(2.8) Er7v7' = R,(Ev7.v7'1 ) R,' + V(1 = 1,2.......
with initial condition Evo*r= 0 since v0 is constantand .i'= 0.
By considering the deviation', - a, as the sum oft'7 and j- a,,
we will decompose theexpectation of the loss function (2.2) into two
parts,
(2.9) UK,Ev7' +(, - a,)'K,( a,).
One part is a weighted sum of the variances oft',, to be calculated by using
the covariance matrix (2.8). The other is a weighted sum of the squared
deviations of the meansfrom the targets a,. This decomposition will he
used to study the expected losses of policies II and Ill as well.
Policy 11 is obtained by minimizing the expectation of (2.2) subject to
a model of the form (2.1) with coeflicients A,, C, and hThis policy is
given by a feedback control equation of the form (2.3), with coefficient G,
and, which are computed by using the coefficients 4,, C, and h, instead.
The economy under policy II will be governed by (2.1) and this feedback
control equation, namely
(2.10) v, = -f1, + U,
where
(2.11) R, = (A,-F C,G,) ?, = b, + (',g,.
The mean path arid the covariance matrix of this system will be given re-
spectively by (2.6) and (2.8) with R, andreplacing R, and r,. The es-
pected loss under this regime can be similarly decomposed as in (2.9).
Policy Ill allows for no feedback. If one refuses to use econometric
models for the formulation of mdcrocconomic policy, what alternatives
are available? One alternative is still to adjust the policy instruments ac-
cording to the current state of the economy by some ad hoc rules which
178arc not derived systematically Froman eCononctrjc model. Suchrules, once stated explicitly in the form of feedbackcontrol equations, can and should be evaluated by the methodhere proposed. Skepticsof the use of
econometric models are under the obligationto show that their alterna-
tives are no worse. The secondalternative, which we will furtherexamine, is not to use any feedback. Itcan always be writtenas .v, = g for some fixed path g to he specified withoutregard to the state of theeconomy. Under such a rule,which implies G,= 0 in our notation, the mean and
covariance matrix of the economicvariables will be given by(2.6) and (2.8) respectively, with R,A, andr, = b, + c',g. The twocom
ponents of the expected loss can be computedby (2.9).
If the true model is nonlinear andconsists of random disturbances.
one cannot obtain analytically an optimal policywhich would minimize
the expectation of(2.2) under theassumption of perfect knowledge ofthe
model parameters. However, forour analysis, policy Iwill be replaced by
the following nearly optimalpolicy, which is describedmore fullyin
Chow[l, Chapter 12] and [4]. First,ignoring the random disturbancesin
the model, one finds an optimal pathto minimize (2.2) using the resulting
deterministic model. One then linearizesthe model about this path,pro-
ducing a system of the form(2.1) with time-varying coefficients.The
analysis suggested above can be carriedout in exactly the same way. The
feedback control coefficients G, and
,for policy II are obtained byem-
ploying an imperfect nonlinear modelwhich is similarly linearized to yield
the coefficients A,,', and b, needed to compute them. PolicyIii remains
to be x,g. The two components of the expected loss resultingfrom
each policy can be calculatedas before. As a generalization of the discus-
sion of section 1, an imperfect modelyielding the feedback coeflicients G,
can be used to stabilize the economy better than usingno feedback pro-
vided that R,= (A, + C,G,) entering equation (2.8) will produce smaller
variances than A,.
In this section, we have suggestedsome analytical methods to evalu-
ate policy recommendations derived from imperfectmodels. Without
them, one would have to performvery expensive stochastic simulations
to obtain sample paths of the economy under theassumptions of a hypo-
thetically true model and alternative policy rules.The analytical methods
can be used to deduce the means and covariance matricesof the sample
paths without resort to the perhaps prohibitivecomputer simulations.
3. FITT;NGTwo ILLUsTRATIvE Monrt.s
To illustrate the method of section 2,we will employ two hyio-
thetical linear models. These modelsare derived from the multipliers re-
ported in Christ [5] for the Michigan quarterly model and theWharton
Mark III model. Given the multipliers of the final formof an econometric
179/
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model, the following procedure is applied to construct an approximate i-e-
duced form for policy analysis.
The procedure is based on the well-known relation between the re-
duced form and the final form. Let the reduced form be
(3.1)y, = B1y,1 + 82Y2 -i- 83x, + B4x,.1 -t- Bx,_2 + to + %
We will convert it to first order and eliminate the lagged control variables
by writing
which will be rewritten simply as
(3.3) V1 = Ay,, .C'x, + b + u,.
Note that the new vector', of dependent variables includes the original
dependent variables and control variablesas subvectors. The matrices A
and C and the vector b in (3.3)are defined by (3.2). By repeated elimina-
tion of lagged y's using (3.3),we obtain the final form
(3.4) Y, = Cx, + ACx,_, 4- A2Cx,2 ++ A''Cx,
+A'vD+ b + Ab +A2b + A''b
+ U, + Au,, + A2u,2 -I- -. + A''u,.
To construct a reduced form from the given final-formmultipliers,
we first make a tentative decision on the number of lagged y'sand the
number of lagged x's required as the reduced formwas originally written
iii the form of equation (3.1). The coefficients Bin (3.1) are related to A
and C in (3.3) by definitions similar to those givenin (3.2). The matrix C
of impact multipliers are known. Denote thedelayed multipliers AC,
A2C.....AtC, respectively by M,, Al2.....M1which are also known.
We will use the relations
(3.5)AC= M,;AM1 =M2;AM,Al3;...; =
or
,1[CM1M2...4fj = [M,M2M3... M,).
Each row a; of unknown elements in A will hechosen to minimize the
sum of squares of the deviations of aICM...Mj from the 1th row


































(3.6) a =[(CM1. .. M)(CM1...M_ )'](CM, ....'1)rn1.
If the fit is poor, as judged by theSjLCSof the above deviations,we will in-
crease the numbers of lagged y's and/or lagged .'s in thereduced form
(3.1).
For illustrative purpose, we have chosentwo dependent variables,
nominal and real GNP, and two instruments,Federal government non-
defense purchases and unborrowedreserves. The multiplier effects of a $1
billion increase in nominal government purchaseson nominal and real
GNP (in billions of 1958 dollars) are given in Table3 of Christ 15,pp. 66-67], lines 3 and II showing the effects forthe Michigan Model and
lines 5 and 13 for the Wharton Model. Similarly,the effects of al billion
increase in unborrowed reserves (or a cut of 50 basispoint in the Treasury
bill rate) are given in Table 4 of Christ [5,pp. 68-69], lines 2 and 10 for the
Michigan Model and lines 4 and 12 for the WhartonModel. The multi-
pliers from the Michigan Modelare based on simulations for the 40
TABLE I
FINAL FORM MULTIPLIERS FOR MOUEL Al
LagNorninaIGNP ReaIGNP LagNominalGNP ReaIONP
ofx1AC M A'C .41 ofx 41(. M,AC A1
0 .700 .700 .800 .800 0 .100 .100 .100 .100
I .556 .556 .528 .528 I .300 .300 300 .300
2 .425 .425 .302 .302 2 .500 .500 .500 .500
4 .217 .217 .115 .115 4 1.552 1.552 1.326 1.326
6 .045 .045-.029-.029 6 1.716 1.716 1.630 1.630
8 -.059-.059-.137-.137 8 1.437 1.437 1.050 1.050
12 - .096- .137- .144- .185 12 - .264- .250- .584--.573
16 -.053-.081-.075-.130 16 -.314-.352-.554-.621
20 - .018 .067- .024 .075 20 - .146- .168-.274-.278
24 -.002 .112-.002 .081 24 -.014 .069-.075-.020
28 .003 .059 .004 .034 28 -.044 .101 .012 .030
32 .003 .021 .004 .009 32 .057 .068 .033 .001
36 .002 .004 .002 .002 36 .051 .024 .028 .000
FINAL. FORM MULTiPLIERS FOR MODEl. W
0 1.300 1.300 1.300 1.300 0 1.300 1.300 1.400 1.400
I .258 .258 .983 .983 I 1.240 1.240 1.330 1.330
2 .2135 .205 .750 .750 2 1.180 1.180 1.260 1.260
4 .132 .132 .351 .351 4 1.030 1.103 1.070 1.070
6 .084 .084 .100 .100 6 .800 .800 .817 .817
8 .046 .054- .019- .022 8 .389 .350 .385 .400
10 .012 .035-.061-.092 10 .068 .075-.016-.049
12 -.015 .020- .068-.128 12 - .106- .090- .200- .181
14-.029 .009-.057-.123 14 -.155- .187-.216-.213
16-.029 .000-.038-.083 16 -.131- .220-.145- 171
IS-.022-.002-.018-.040 18 -.077-.157-.058-.086
20 - .011 --.003-.002 .004 20 - .025 .048 .008- .027
23 .002 .000 .010 .000 23 .020 .000 .045 .000
181quarters from 58.1 to 67.4. From the Wharton Model, they are based on
simulations for the 16 quarters from 62.1 to 65.4. The results reported are
the cumulative effects of a sustained increase in the instruments, in the
notation of(3.5), they are the partial sumsM1IM2 IM, for dif-
ferent i. The 2 x 2 matrices M. have been obtained from these cumulative
effects by differencing. Since the cumulative effects were given in Christ
[51 only for selected i, curde graphic interpolations have been employed to
obtain the multipliers M for each quarter as given by the Ilgures under the
columnsM1in Tables IA andlB,2
After some experimentation with different numbers of lagged de-
pendent variables and lagged instruments, it was decided that a reduced
form having dependent variables lagged 3 quarters and instruments lagged
9 quarters would fit the interpolated multipliers from the Michigan Model
reasonably well; and that dependent variables lagged 3 quarters and in-
struments lagged 6 quarters would suffice to approximate the multipliers
fromthe Wharton Model. Because of our crude graphic interpolation of
the multipliers, our linearization of the models, our assumption that the
parameters in the linear models are time-invariant, and our somewhat
arbitrary truncation of the number of lagged variables in the reduced
forms, the resulting models, to be called M and W respectively,may be-
have quite differently from the original Michigan and Wharton models,
but they serve to illustrate the possible value of the policy recommenda-
tions from imperfect models. Note the differences between the multipliers
in Tables IA and I B. For model M, the effects of government purchases
on GNP become negative from period 7 on and arc fairly large in absolute
value; not so for model W. The multipliers of the monetary instrument in-
crease in the first six quarters for model M while they decrease for model
W. The reduced form coefficients obtained by our fitting procedurearc
given in Table 2; they are also fairly different for the two models. The
final-form coefficients A'C of x,, deduced from the reduced formare
given in Table I; they resemble the observed coefficients M
The intercepts of the reduced forms for M and W are assumed to be
linear functions of time1,which takes the value1for 1966.1. Using the
historicaldata3from 1966.1 to 1969.4 and the coefficients of Table 2,we
2A referee has pointed out the inaccuracies of our gr phic interpretation of Christ's
Tables, especially for the multipliers M1 in column 5 or Tab.e I B measuring the effects of
government purchases on real GNP according to the Wharton Model. Since a main point of
our paper is to show that models having different multipliers .ay imply similar optimal
policy responses, the illustrative models constructed from the multipliers of Tables IA and
lB will serve our purpose well.
3The time series used are quarterly data on nominal GNP, GNP in 1958 dollars,Fed-
eral government non-defense purchases of goods and services (all in billions of dollarsat
seasonally adjusted annual rates, from theSurvey of Current Business),and nonborrowed



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3have estimated the trend termsby least squares. as givenin the lower right
corner of Table 2.The sample residuals of thesereduced-form equations






The GNP figures are in billionsof current or 1958 dollars. Thestandard
deviations of the residuals are between 3.4and 6.4 billions. The covariance
matrices (3.7) will be used as thepopulation values when the correspond-
ing models are regarded as the true modelsin future analysis.
4. ILlUSTRATIVE EvALUATION 01: TwoISIPERFECT MOUEL.S
Before applying any stabilization policy, be itderived from an im-
perfect econometric model or from some adhoc reasoning, the govern-
ment authorities should examine how itwould perform under reasonable
assumptions about the dynamic structure of the economy.Although the
structure is unknown, it is necessary to assumehypothetical structures to
test the performance of any policy beingseriously considered for adop-
tion. In this section, we use one of the models ofsection 3 as the hypo-
thetical structure and evaluate the policy recommendationsderived from
using the other model. The planning horizon T is32 quarters, with initial
conditions given by historical data up to the last quarter of1965. The tar-
get growth rates for nominal and realGNP are assumed to be .018 and
.008 per quarter respectively; these are their averagehistorical rates from
1966.1 to 1969.4. The diagonal elements of the K matrix areIand Ifor
these target variables, and .2 and .2 for the instrumentswhich are assigned
growth rates of .011 and .013, their average historical ratesfrom 1966 to
1969. This assignment is to inhibit excessive variations inthe instruments.
The inactive policy provides constant growth ratesfor the two in-
struments. The growth rates chosen in ourexperiment are respectively
.011 and .013, the average historical growth rates. Inpractice, a nondis-
cretionary policy of maintaining constant growth rates forthe instruments
is hard to design partly because one does not know whatgrowth rates are
consistent with price stability and full employment. We havepartly by-
passed the problem by using the average historical growth ratesof nom-
inal and real GNP as our target rates, and the historicalgrowth rates of
the instruments to define the inactive policy. Since both modelsM and W
fit the historical data fairly well, applying the averagehistorical growth
rates to the instruments insures that the dependentvariables will also fol-
low the historical or target rates, on the average. A more realisticevalua-
tion of a nondiscretionary policy would utilize the growth ratesproposed





























A. COMPONENTS OF WELFARE Loss ASSUMING Moii.M ro BE TRti
Sum of Variances
of GNP$ and GNP58
Period Policy I Policy II Policy III
28.2 28.2 28.2
2 31.1 34.1 74.5
3 32.7 41.5 126.7
4 34.1 43.4 180.3
5 35.5 46.3 232.3
6 37.1 SS9 279.7
7 38.5 64.0 320.6
8 39.5 73.! 354.8
9 40.2 74.9 382.6
10 41.0 77.7 404.9
II 41.6 07.3 422.5
12 42.1 178.0 436.6
Sum 441.6 824.4 3,243.7
B. COMPONENTS OF WElFARE Loss ASSUMING
62.5 62.5 62.5
2 119.8 326.9 242.0
3 135.6 540.1 420.6
4 138.5 917.6 544.3
5 139.2 1,349.7 627.1
6 139,4 1,693.8 680.9
7 139.5 1,909.9 714.2
8 139.5 2,108.5 736.2
9 139.5 2,438.9 753.3
10 139.5 3,332.8 767.4
II 139.5 4,577.6 778.7
12 139.5 6,313.0 787.0
Sum 1,572.0 25,571.3 7.1 14.2
Table 3A and 3B give the main results of our illustrative calculations.
For Table 3A, Model M is assumed to be true. PolicyIis the optimal
policy derived from using Model M. Policy IIis the optimal policy for
model W. Policy Ill uses the average historical rates of change for the
two instruments. For each policy and each period, we show separately the
loss due to the variances of the variables and to the deviations of their
means from the targets, as indicated by expression (2.9). Table 3B gives
analogous results, assuming W to be the true model, with policy II being
the optimal policy derived from model M. Without the stochastic control
theory of Section 2, one would have to solve an optimal control problem
for 32 periods using the true model or the imperfect model as the case may
be, and obtain the optimum values for the instruments in period I; apply
these values, together with a random drawing of the residuals u1 in period
I from the true model, to generate a set of dependent variables.V!for
Sum of Squared Des atiujis
of Means from Tirgets






















































period Iusing v1 as the initial condition, solve aSecond optimal control
prui)kni for 31 periods, and 'htain the optimumvalues of the instruments
in period 2; apply these values to generate t',stocllastleall) and so forth.
This tedious process only provides oneobservation, covering 32 periods.
of the stochastic time path for ahypothetically true model and a given
strategy. The process has to berepeated many times in order to estimate
the mean vector and the covariancematrix of the multivariate stochastic
time series describing the economy undercontrol. The analytical method
of section 2 was used to calculate the meansand variances for Tables 3A
and 3B in lieu of such stochastic simulationsand countless optimal con-
trol calculations.
Because the end of the time horizon is fixed, thepolicy recommenda-
tions for the later periods are subject to the well-knownlimitations of
being myopic, and should therefore not be taken seriously.Furthermore,
to evaluate the policy recommendations from animperfect model realis-
tically, one ought to allow for possible revisions of model paranleters
through time. For these two reasons, we consider the dynamic behavior of
the economy described by Tables 3A and 3B only for the first 12periods.
The sum for each component of the loss function over the first 12periods
is given at the bottom of Tables 3A and 3B.
For each combination of the true world and the policy, the total ex-
pected loss due to both the variances and the squared deviations of means
from targets is given inthefollowing payoff matrix (negative sign
omitted).
True Model
Thus, the policy based on model W would be much better than the inac-
tive policy even if the true world were model M, and in spite of the op.
parent differences in the multipliers and the reduced form equations for
the two models. However, the policy derived from Model M would be
much worse than the inactive policy if the true world were model W. If the
policy maker were to face only these two possible states of the world, he
should formulate his policy according to model W rather than following
an inactive policy, since the latter policy is dominated bythe former ac-
cording to the payoff matrix. Of course, ii the true state of the world were
very diFrerent from both models M and W, one may do very poorly by
following the optimal policy based on model W.
The calculations of this section are merely illustrative of the method
of section 2. The results are not intended to apply to the original Michigan
186
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Optimal Policy Derived from M 731.0 27,739.2
Optimal Policy Dcrivcd from W 1,256.8 1,624.2
Inactive Policy 5,445.7 9,527.2and Wharton models for obviousreasons. The method, however,applies to nonlinear models as pointed out insection 2, byusingthe (netr!y)op- timal Feedback control equations ofChow [I, Cha1ter I 2]and 14] for non- linear models.
5.CONCIUOING REMARKS
In this paper, we have (ICSCribeda method to evaluate theperfor- mance of the optimal policy derived from
an econometric model, and illustrate it with two simplifiedmodels. Although model Wdiffers a great deal from model M in ternis of thereduced forms and themultipliersit can still be used effectively as a guideto policy even if the worldis ac-
curately described by model M. Wepropose to calculate the expectedloss associated with an optirrial policyderived from an imperfectmodel under
different assumptions about thetrue state of the world. Certainly,from an
imperfect econometric model, otherrules can he derived than theoptimal rule given by section 2 above. Forexam pie, uncertainty in theparameters can be allowed for as indicated in Chow [I,Chapter 10], [2] and ]3]. Sucha
policy may perform better under theassumption that a different modelis true. One may also devisea rule by somehow combining theparameter values from two different modelsso that it will behave reasonably well
under both worlds. Thesematters are subjecis for further research.Hope- fully, the method outlined inthis paper will facilitate theevaluations of
alternative policy recommendationsand econometric models.
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